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ell migration requires the coordination of adhesion site assembly and
turnover. Canonical models for nascent
adhesion formation postulate that integrin binding to extracellular matrix
(ECM) proteins results in the rapid
recruitment of cytoskeletal proteins such
as talin and paxillin to integrin cytoplasmic domains. It is thought that integrintalin clusters recruit and activate tyrosine
kinases such as focal adhesion kinase
(FAK). However, the molecular connections of this linkage remain unresolved.
Our recent findings support an alternative model whereby FAK recruits talin to
new sites of β1 integrin-mediated adhesion in mouse embryonic fibroblasts and
human ovarian carcinoma cells. This is
dependent on a direct binding interaction
between FAK and talin and occurs
independently of direct talin binding to
β1 integrin. Herein, we discuss differences between nascent and mature adhesions, interactions between FAK, talin
and paxillin, possible mechanisms of FAK
activation and how this FAK-talin complex may function to promote cell motility through increased adhesion turnover.
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Introduction
Integrin-based adhesions support cell
movement via indirect linkages to the
actin cytoskeleton.1 Integrins are transmembrane a and β subunit comprised
receptors for distinct extracellular matrix
(ECM) proteins. Sites of integrin clustering form distinct types of adhesions:
nascent adhesions, focal complexes, focal
adhesions, and fibrillar adhesions.2 These
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adhesions form in cultured cells plated on
two-dimensional surfaces and within
three-dimensional matrices.3 It is thought
that different types of adhesions sequentially form as a function of cell tension
generation and maturation.4 Despite
knowing much about the protein composition of adhesions,5 the sequence of
events controlling adhesion assembly and
disassembly remain unresolved. Here, we
will discuss recent discoveries regarding
the recruitment of the cytoplasmic focal
adhesions kinase (FAK) and talin to β1integrin-containing adhesions. Moreover,
the direct binding of FAK and talin
within adhesions is also of key importance
in promoting adhesion turnover needed
for normal fibroblast and tumor cell
movement.
Cell Adhesions
Efficient cell movement requires a regulated cycle of adhesion formation and
disassembly. Stabilization of a protruding
cell edge is initiated by nascent adhesions
that are small and transient structures that
either disassemble rapidly or mature in
focal complexes. Actin-myosin tension
generation within cells facilitates the
maturation of focal complexes into focal
adhesions.6,7 The “adhesome” can contain
over 900 different receptors, signaling and
cytoskeletal or adaptor proteins.5,6
Fibrillar adhesions are elongated structures that contribute to ECM remodeling.8
Importantly,
initial
protein
recruitment, maturation and elongation
of adhesions are balanced by protein
dissociation and disassembly as a cycle of
changes regulated in time and space
within migrating cells.
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Canonical models for the sequence of
events associated with adhesion formation
postulate that ECM binding by integrins
triggers the rapid recruitment of cytoskeletal proteins such as talin and paxillin to
integrin cytoplasmic domains. Talin is a
large cytoskeletal protein comprised of a
N-terminal head or FERM (band 4.1,
ezrin, radixin, moesin homology) domain
that binds to β1- and β3-integrin cytoplasmic tails, PIP5K1C and FAK. The
C-terminal talin rod domain binds vinculin, actin, and contains a second integrinbinding site.9 Structural studies have
provided insights on the molecular
mechanisms through which talin promotes
inside to out activation of platelet integrin
aIIbβ3.10 However, it remains undetermined whether a similar sequence of
events occur during outside to in integrin
signaling upon binding of mesenchymal or
tumor cells to ECM.
FAK is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase
recruited to clustered integrins.11 Integrins
activate FAK where it forms a complex
with paxillin at nascent adhesions,12 but
FAK localization to adhesions does not
require FAK kinase activity.13 Threedimensional nanoscale fluorescent microscopy has co-localized FAK, paxillin,
integrin tails and talin FERM (head
domain) to a proximal signaling layer at
adhesions followed by the C-terminal part
of talin (rod domain) and vinculin localized to a more distal layer of adhesions.14
FAK binds to talin and canonical models
postulate that talin promotes FAK localization to adhesions. To test this hypothesis,
we evaluated FAK, paxillin and talin
localization upon fibroblast and ovarian
carcinoma cell adhesion to fibronectin.
Analyses were performed on cells with
new or nascent (15 min on fibronectin)
and mature (60 min on fibronectin) β1
integrin-containing adhesions. Surprisingly, loss of FAK expression in FAK-null
fibroblasts or after FAK-knockdown in
ovarian carcinoma cells prevented talin
recruitment to nascent but not mature
adhesions.15 Importantly, FAK loss did
not alter adhesion formation or paxillin
recruitment to these sites. As talin was
present at mature adhesions in FAK-null
cells, other mechanisms such as direct talin
binding to integrins can also serve to
facilitate adhesion recruitment. Moreover,
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nascent vs. mature adhesions likely
represent distinct structures with potential
differences in adhesome protein content.
Future comparisons using replating of cells
onto ECM to synchronize adhesion
formation will be useful in identifying
these differences.
It is known that initial fibroblast
adhesion and spreading is not dependent
on talin expression,16 but that talin may
facilitate adhesion site maturation.17
Accordingly, talin knockdown in human
umbilical vein endothelial cells that express
primarily one of the talin isoforms, did not
alter adhesion formation or paxillin-FAK
recruitment to these sites. Together, these
results support an alternate integrin signaling linkage model whereby FAK functions
to promote talin localization to nascent
adhesions (Fig. 1). Additionally, normal
and FAK-null fibroblasts showed equal
staining of a ligand-induced binding site
antibody (9EG7) to β1 integrin at peripheral adhesions upon talin knockdown.15
Similar results were observed upon talin
knockdown in mammary epithelial cells18
and suggest that talin may not be essential
for β1 integrin activation in all cells. There
are other proteins that bind to integrin
cytoplasmic domains and can regulate
integrin activation such as the kindlins.19
As alterations in the amount of adhesionlocalized phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PtdIns 4,5 P2) disrupted talin and
vinculin but not kindlin recruitment to
new adhesions,20 evidence is accumulating
that both FAK and kindlin recruitment to
adhesions occur independently of talin.
The notion that FAK and talin localization to nascent β1 integrin adhesions
could occur independently of direct talin
binding to the integrin cytoplasmic tail
was supported by experiments using
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells
expressing chimeric β3/β1 integrins.21 At
15 min on ECM, a complex between
integrin β1, talin and FAK was formed and
localized to new adhesion sites in β1A
wildtype-expressing CHO cells.15 Notably,
mutation of β1 integrin (β1A Y783A) that
prevents direct talin binding disrupted
integrin co-immunoprecipitation with
talin, but did not alter FAK and talin colocalization to nascent adhesion sites
upon binding of CHO cells to ECM.
These results support the conclusion that
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integrin-talin binding is not essential for
talin recruitment to nascent adhesions.
Moreover, if FAK and talin co-localize
with integrins in the absence of direct talin
binding to integrins, there must be
alternative mechanisms facilitating these
interactions.
How Does FAK Localize
to Adhesions?
FAK and the adaptor protein paxillin are
rapidly recruited to nascent adhesions
where they form a complex.12 Like FAK,
it remains unclear how paxillin localizes to
adhesions. FAK is not essential for paxillin
adhesion recruitment as paxillin localizes
to new adhesions in FAK-null cells.15
Similarly, FAK localizes to a subset of
adhesions formed in paxillin-null cells and
is still activated by integrin stimulation,
albeit with a delay.22 Although it is
possible that paxillin-related proteins such
as Hic-5 may compensate for the loss of
paxillin expression, it is known that
mutations in FAK that disrupt paxillin
association do not necessarily prevent FAK
adhesion localization.23 Despite the fact
that the C-terminal region of FAK is
designated the focal adhesion targeting
(FAT) region,11 binding of paxillin and
talin to this region of FAK may not be
essential for targeting full-length FAK to
adhesions. Alternatively, it is possible
that FAK FAT domain interaction with
other proteins such as p190RhoGEF
(Rgnef) may also contribute to adhesion
localization.
Another domain that has been implicated in connecting FAK to integrins is the
FAK FERM domain. This region can bind
peptides derived from the β1 integrin
cytoplasmic domain and the FAK FERM
domain can regulate FAK catalytic activity.24 The FAK FERM domain can also
bind Arp3 of the Arp2/3 actin filament
promoting complex25 and the RACK1
scaffolding protein.26 However, mutations
in FAK FERM revealed that FAK was
functioning to recruit Arp2/3 and RACK1
to nascent adhesions and not the other
way around. Moreover, as exogenous
expression of FAK FERM does not localize
to nascent adhesions, it is unlikely that
FAK FERM directly mediates recruitment
to integrins. Instead, the FERM domain
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Figure 1. Model of a hierarchical linkage between integrins, FAK, talin and the control of cell motility. Simplified steps in adhesion assembly and turnover
on fibronectin matrix. (1) Integrin engagement results in phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PtdIns 4,5 P2) generation and the recruitment of FAK
and paxillin to nascent adhesions within 15 min through undefined mechanisms. (2) FAK activation at nascent adhesions increases PtdIns 4,5 P2
generation by phosphorylating PIP5K1C. PtdIns 4,5 P2 can bind to the talin FERM domain and enable a conformational change in talin that would
promote talin FERM binding to FAK and the recruitment of talin to nascent adhesions. (3) Talin dimerization allows for direct talin FERM binding to FAK
and to b1-integrins for sustained adhesion signaling. (4) Myosin II-dependent tension generation and actomyosin contractility act in part through talin to
enhance signaling and adhesion maturation into focal adhesions. (5) The binding of a protease such as calpain to FAK facilitates a multi-protein complex
at adhesions. (6) FAK-enhanced and calpain-mediated cleavage of talin into head and rod domain fragments facilitates adhesion turnover required for
efficient cell movement.

targets FAK to membranes, membraneassociated receptors, and to the nucleus.27 It
is the potential PtdIns 4,5 P2 lipid binding
activity of FAK FERM that may connect it
to nascent adhesions and to the conformational regulation of FAK activity.28
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To this end, PtdIns 4,5 P2 synthesis is
rapidly triggered upon fibronectin replating of cells29 and occurs via β1 integrin
clustering.30 Knockdown of PIP5KC1,
involved in generating PtdIns 4,5 P2,
results in decreased focal adhesion
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formation31 and this phenotype is also
observed upon genetic deletion of the focal
adhesion targeting region in PIP5KC1.20
FAK contributes to PtdIns 4,5 P2 generation via phosphorylation and activation
of PIP5K1C.32 As PtdIns 4,5 P2 also
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regulates talin recruitment to adhesions20
by increasing its binding affinity to
integrins,33 and loss of FAK also prevents
talin localization to new adhesions,15 it is
tempting to speculate that connections
between FAK and talin may co-rely on the
generation and binding of PtdIns 4,5 P2 at
adhesions as previously reviewed34 (Fig. 1).
Direct Binding of FAK and Talin
Both the talin and FAK FERM domains
can bind PtdIns 4,5 P2 and this helps
localize both proteins to membranes. The
talin FERM also binds directly to the FAK
C-terminal domain. Pull down assays
revealed the minimal binding site as FAK
residues 1,011–1,042 and point mutation
analyses showed that E1015A disrupted
full-length FAK binding to talin but not to
paxillin.15 Re-expression of FAK E1015A
in FAK-null fibroblasts co-localized with
paxillin at nascent adhesions, but prevented talin localization to these sites.
These results suggest that talin and paxillin
bind independently to the FAK FAT
domain. Importantly, results with
E1015A FAK support the conclusion that
FAK FAT binding functions to recruit
talin to adhesions. Interestingly, mutational analyses also revealed that similar
regions of the talin FERM domain bind
FAK and β-integrins. It is possible that
differential binding affinities may facilitate
a sequential transition from FAK to
β-integrin binding during adhesion site
maturation. Alternatively, since talin may
undergo dimerization,9 FAK and β-integrin may both potentially bind talin within
the same dimer (Fig. 1).
Another notable finding with FAK
E1015A was that this mutation did not
disrupt adhesion-mediated FAK activation. This is not surprising since early
studies using antibody-clustering of integrins in suspended cells revealed rapid
increases in FAK tyrosine phosphorylation
consistent with a model of intermolecular
FAK autophosphorylation at Y397.35
However, this does not explain the
potential lack of FAK Y397 phosphorylation detected in talin-depleted fibroblasts
upon adhesion to ECM and postulated to
be associated with the lack of tension
generation.16 Alternatively, we did not
detect significant differences in FAK
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Y397 phosphorylation upon fibroblast
adhesion to ECM in the presence of
blebbistatin, a pharmacological inhibitor
of myosin II that prevents adhesion site
maturation.15 Consistent with this, various
cytoplasmic proteins including FAK and
paxillin are recruited to integrin clustering
sites in a force-independent manner.36 It is
possible that data interpretation problems
may occur with the use of phosphospecific antibodies to FAK Y397 to
monitor FAK recruitment dynamics to
adhesions. Despite this, the role of tension
and RhoGTPase-mediated cell contractility is important in maintaining FAK
activation downstream of integrins.37 A
key distinction is that tensional changes
are not likely essential for initial FAK
activation at nascent adhesions. Moreover,
talin binding is also not required for FAK
activation, but a direct connection to talin
is needed for efficient regulation of
adhesion turnover and cell motility.

migration via formation of a complex
between FAK and calpain 2 leading to
the enhanced cleavage of adhesome-associated proteins such as talin.39 Talin
cleavage into head and rod domain
fragments is associated with increased
adhesion turnover dynamics.40 Although
the talin head domain can activate integrins, it can also be rapidly degraded
through Smurf-1-mediated ubiquitinylation correlated with increased adhesion
turnover.41 In ovarian carcinoma cells,
FAK knockdown prevents talin head
domain generation and this is restored by
re-expression of wildtype but not E1015A
FAK.15 Thus, our results support a model
whereby the presence of a FAK-talin
complex within adhesions regulates a cycle
of talin proteolysis and adhesion turnover
enabling efficient cell movement (Fig. 1).
The mechanism(s) and proteases involved
in these events remain to be identified.
Conclusions

FAK and Talin in Adhesion Turnover
The adhesion “cycle” ends by protein
dissociation and disassembly at both
leading and trailing edges of moving cells.1
Loss of FAK expression prevents adhesion
turnover with a subsequent inhibition of
cell motility.38 Interestingly, reconstitution
of FAK-null fibroblasts with E1015A FAK
did not promote cell movement or
efficient adhesion turnover even though
this talin binding mutant of FAK exhibited normal adhesion-mediated kinase
activation.15 The phenotype of E1015A
FAK fibroblasts, with increased adhesion
number and size, was very similar to
fibroblasts derived from the kinase-dead
FAK knockin mouse.13 Although the
mechanism(s) associated with adhesion
turnover defects in both FAK kinase-dead
and E1015A fibroblasts remain unresolved, it is likely that FAK-talin complex
formation is needed for the tyrosine
phosphorylation of specific targets creating
SH2 binding motifs or to facilitate the
formation of a higher-order adhesome
complex that have an intrinsic “off”
switch.
One of these off switches involves the
regulated proteolysis of both FAK and
talin linked to adhesion turnover. In
tumor cells, caspase-8 promotes cell
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Our recent studies highlight a new linkage
between integrins, FAK, talin and the
control of cell motility. We propose an
alternative model whereby FAK may be
upstream of talin and functions to recruit
talin to new sites of β1 integrin-mediated
adhesion (Fig. 1). Additionally, regulation of
the FAK and talin complex facilitates
adhesion turnover during cell movement.
Although FAK and talin are present in both
nascent and mature adhesions, these structures are distinct and functional roles for
these proteins within these structures may be
different. Further efforts will be needed to
answer such questions as: how does FAK get
recruited and activated to nascent adhesions?
Are there cell-type or integrin-associated
differences in the process of adhesion
assembly and turnover? What are the
mechanisms of how the FAK-talin complex
is regulated and what signals trigger talin
proteolysis associated with adhesion turnover and cell motility? When answering
these questions, the timing of these analyses,
either focusing on nascent or mature
adhesions, will be of key importance. After
all, timing is everything.
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